
HOW DO I WRITE A RESEARCH PAPER

The ultimate guide to writing perfect research papers, essays, dissertations or even a thesis âœ• Structure your work
effectively âœ… to impress your readers.

For an excellent source on English composition, check out this classic book by William Strunk, Jr. The answer
to this question is easy: look at the materials the prof gives you. How do I Organize my Research Paper? Just
because you find one article stating that something is true, that does not necessarily mean it is a proven fact
that you can use in your research. What organizational plan will best support my purpose? Academic
Databases Your instructor may require you to use peer-reviewed academic articles as some or all of the
sources for your research paper. Be sure to take advantage of this help; your paper will be all the better for it.
Give your paper a day or two or an hour or two, if you are running short on time and give it a final
read-through. Next, you need to provide the background information, explain your goals, and how you plan to
approach your research paper topic. Paraphrase it or summarize the key points of your paper. If prior to your
conclusion you have not yet explained the significance of your findings or if you are proceeding inductively,
use the end of your paper to add your points up, to explain their significance. You carefully organized your
paper when you created an outline. After that, you need to link the remaining ones. Now that you have written
your paper, does that organization still make sense? Many universities require freshmen students to live on
campus for their first year, which keeps students out of trouble, helps students get better grades, and increases
their likelihood of staying in school. If you stick to this schedule, you will not only complete your paper on
time, you will complete it well. Use the guidelines given by your instructor to help pick your paper topic. Hint:
Read your paper aloud to help you catch syntax problems. The outlining stage of producing your argument is a
great time to think about bad forms of argumentation you should avoid. Take a look at this assignment from an
actual college professor: Yow! You should necessarily ask your instuctor which formatting style is required
for your paper and format it accordingly before submitting. Why am I reading it? You should provide your
points and support your main idea. Next, find reliable resources. Most research papers fall into one of three
categories: analytical, expository, or argumentative.


